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Abstract 

Recognizing intrusions quickly and precisely is vital to the proficient operation of 

computer networks. Precisely describing critical classes of intrusions extraordinarily 

encourages their recognizable proof; be that as it may, the nuances and complexities of 

anomalous activities can without much of a stretch complicate the procedure. Due to the 

inherent capability of the signal processing to discover the novel and obscure attacks, 

they have been pretty popular for Network Intrusion Detection, and the nearness of the 

self-comparability in the system activity propels the appropriateness for the application 

Wavelets. In this work we first subject the network data to dimension reduction using 

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) and then preform the wavelet decomposition of 

the data. The classification results of the pre-processed data using Gaussian SVM over 

different bandwidths uphold the claim that the proposed system has appreciably improved 

detection coverage for all the attack groups and the normal data as well, and at the same 

time minimized the false alarms. 

 

Keywords: Dimensionality Reduction; Feature Extraction; Intrusion Detection; 

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding; Wavelet Transforms 

 

1. Introduction 

As more and more countries are pushing for a cashless economy, plastic currency and 

e-governance becoming a new norm, the need to secure the networks is more than ever 

before has become necessary [1]. The fundamental principles of information security i.e., 

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) guarantee that solely authenticated and 

exclusive validated entities are able to reliably access secure information [2]. The only 

way to retain the user-trust and attract more and more institutions to put their resources 

online is by assuring adequate security and privacy to their valuable assets. Internet being 

heterogeneous and distributed commodity, lags the centralized security mechanism [3] 

and is in constant threat of the malicious activities of the attackers. The motives of the 

attacker may be diverse greed, fun, and hatred, military and economic espionage to 

mention a few [4]. In order to provide adequate security to the user, a layer of citadel has 

been pushed in over the years [5]. The preventive measures like firewalls, filters, anti-

viruses and proxies have been pretty popular now for a long time [6]. No matter how 

securely the network is laid, how much preventive measures are put, the attacker will find 

a way to compromise the system and possibly pose a threat to retain the user base [7]. So, 

this leads us to the other avenue, relatively newer on scene i.e., continuously monitoring 

the system for security compromises, and one such tool that has been pretty popular is 

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [8]. 
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An IDS may be a hardware, software or the combination of both, against whom the 

responsibility of unbolting conceivably adverse connections from the network flow is laid 

[9]. An IDS may be categorized as Host-based or Misuse-based depending on its position 

of placement within the network and Misuse-based or Anomaly-based depending on the 

detection technique that is at its coronary heart. Some Hybrid systems have also been 

proposed and are gaining popularity in accordance with the complementary nature of 

various system components [10]. Over the years the IDS problem has been visited by the 

researchers in varied and widespread environments, most popular of them all, being the 

application of Machine Learning (ML) techniques [11] [12]. Both supervised as well as 

unsupervised ML techniques have been equally popular. Even though exhaustive research 

has been carried out in the implementation of ML there has been only minimal acceptance 

in the systems for the real environments. There are many reasons, some of them may be, 

labour intensive labelling process, high false alarm rate, the lesser detection rate for few 

attack groups like User to Root (U2R) and Remote to Local(R2L) [13]. Most of the 

problems that hamper the application of the system in the real network are caused mainly 

due to following reasons i.e., imbalanced class distribution, the curse of dimensionality, 

sparsity of data, and noise. 

We, in this work, have attempted to visit most of the shortcoming of intrusion 

detection. As for imbalanced class distribution is considered, we have used SMOTE [14] 

based sampling of minority classes and random under-sampling of dominant groups of the 

data. In order to minimize the effects of the curse of dimensionality we applied SNE [15], 

an unsupervised Non-Linear Dimension Reduction (NLDR) to project the data onto lower 

dimensions without sacrificing the inherent information of the data. Till now the only 

dimension reduction (DR) technique that has been applied to IDS is linear Principal 

Components Analysis (PCA) [16]. The field of DR has moved a long way forward after 

the inception of PCA, over the years a lots of powerful NLDR methods have been devised 

whose effectiveness for ID is yet to be tested, SNE is one such NLDR technique. And 

finally, the noise is minimized by performing the Discrete Wavelet Transformation 

(DWT) of the data, the data signals were decomposed over five levels using Coiflet 

wavelet family. This transformed data is subjected to classification using non-linear SVM 

with Gaussian kernel on five different bandwidths. The results show that the proposed 

system with SNE and Wavelet has improved detection rate and at the same time has the 

reduced false alarm rate, which makes the system highly competent of being applied in 

the real networks. A comparison of the proposed system with the prominent works in the 

area has proved that the proposed system has better detection rate for all the attack groups 

than all the works. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a brief 

review of the related literature. A brief discussion about methods and materials used in 

this work is given in Section 3. The experimental methodology of the work is presented in 

Section 4, results and discussions is given in Section 5. Finally, the paper concludes in 

Section 6. 

 

2. Motivation and Literature Review 

Off all the supervised ML techniques, SVM has been most popular [17,18,19] and 

authors in having applied SVM mostly complimented by some pre-processing techniques 

[20,21,22] for Network Intrusion Detection. Most popular of the pre-processing technique 

is feature extraction and dimension reduction [23]. The only dimension reduction 

technique that has been extensively used in IDS is PCA [24,25]. But the world of 

dimension reduction has come a long way forward after the inception of PCA, many Non-

Linear techniques have surfaced up and have been extensively used in other classification 

and pattern matching [26,27]. As for we know, only one NLDR technique, Locally Linear 

Embedding (LLE) [28] has been applied for network intrusion detection by Dash et.al in 
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[29]. As for wavelets are considered there has been pretty much of work towards its 

application for IDS mainly to denoise the signal [30] [31] [32]. Both Neural Networks 

[33] and SVM’s [34] have been equally popular as a classifier for wavelet decomposed 

data. Most of them take into consideration only a particular group of attacks, this work 

provides a holistic approach by taking into consideration all the twenty three attack types 

being categorized into four different groups. There have been only a few works that have 

actually pre-processed the data before decomposing it using wavelets. 

 

3. Materials and Methods 

In the next few subsections we present an exhaustive discussion of various materials 

and methods applied in this work. 

 

3.1 Stochastic Neighbor Embedding 

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) is unsupervised Non Linear Dimension 

Reduction technique. It has been pretty popular in ML community for visualizing high 

dimensional data into low dimensional (typically 2 or 3) spaces. Given a vector 𝑥 𝜖 ℝ𝑛, 

dimension reduction finds an embedding 𝑦 𝜖 ℝ𝑚, for 𝑥 such that 𝑛 ≫ 𝑚. The advantages 

of representing 𝑥  by 𝑦  are many, few of them are saving storage, minimizing the 

computational time and enhancing the detection rate of the classification model. In order 

to transform the data from feature space to object space, SNE minimizes the divergence of 

the conditional probabilities of the two objects 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 conditional probability of the two 

points 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗  being the neighbors is HD space 𝑃 will be neighbors in LD space Q. The 

similarity of the two objects 𝑥𝑖  and 𝑥𝑗   is HD space 𝑃  is given by the conditional 

probability 𝑃𝑖|𝑗 that the two objects are neighbors as given by the below equation. 

𝑃𝑗|𝑖 =  
exp (− ||𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗||

2
/ 2𝜎2  ) 

∑ exp (||𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑘||
2

 / 2𝜎𝑘≠𝑖

2
)

                                                                                  (1) 

Where |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗| is usually taken as Euclidean distance between the two objects, and 𝜎 

is the bandwidth of Gaussian. The similarity between two objects in low dimensional 

space is calculated as the conditional probability 

Replacing 𝜎 by 
1

2
 the Equation 2 can be rewritten as 

𝑄𝑗|𝑖 =  
exp (− ||𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗||

2
)

∑ exp (||𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑘||
2

)𝑘≠𝑖

                                                                                          (2) 

Where 𝑦𝑖  is the embedding of  𝑥𝑖 . For an ideal embedding  𝑃𝑖|𝑗  and 𝑄𝑖|𝑗  should be 

almost equal. A cost function of SNE is aimed at attaining a proper balance between 𝑃𝑖|𝑗 

and𝑄𝑖|𝑗. A natural measure is Kullback Leiber divergence of the form 

𝐾𝐿𝐷(𝑃𝑖||𝑄𝑖) =  ∑  

𝑖

∑ 𝑃𝑗|𝑖  𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑃𝑗|𝑖

𝑄𝑗|𝑖
𝑗

                                                                                (3) 

The cost function of the SNE is derived by summing up the conditional Kullback 

Leibler divergence over all the variables 𝑥𝑖 given by, 

𝑊 = ∑ 𝐾𝐿𝐷(𝑃𝑖|𝑄𝑖)                                                                                                             (4)

𝑖

 

A gradient of the form 
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𝛿𝑊

𝛿𝑦𝑖
=  2 ∑(𝑃𝑗|𝑖 − 𝑄𝑗|𝑖 + 𝑃𝑖|𝑗 − 𝑄𝑖|𝑗)(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗)                                                             (5)

𝑗

 

is used to adjust the cost function over the iterations. 

 

3.2 Wavelet Transform Method 

Wavelet transform serves as an important and powerful analysing tool for time-

frequency analysis and has been applied in a number of fields including signal processing, 

computer graphics, neuro-sciences, sampling theory, quantum mechanics and medicine. 

Wavelet investigation imparts a few components in like manner to Fourier analysis yet 

has the benefit of conquering elements in the fundamental arrangement that fluctuate 

crosswise over both time and frequency. Mathematically, a wavelet is a function 

𝜓(𝑡)𝜖 𝐿2(ℝ) which satisfies the case: 

(6)                                                                           <
||

|)(ˆ|
=

2










 dC  

where )(ˆ  is the Fourier transform of  )(t . Equation (1) is called the admissibility 

condition which guarantees the existence of the inversion formula for the continuous 

wavelet transform. Wavelets constitute a group of operations developed from the dilation 

and translation of a solitary operation called the mother wavelet )(t . At the point when 

the dilation parameter a and the translation parameter b change consistently, we have the 

accompanying group of continuous wavelets as  

𝜓𝑎,𝑏(𝑡) =  
1

√𝑎
𝜓 (

𝑡 − 𝑏

𝑎
) , 𝑎 ≠ 0, 𝑏𝜖ℝ                                                                                (7) 

As far as frequency component of the signal is considered, lesser values show cases 

high frequency and greater values show cases low frequency of the signal. Moreover, 

when the parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 are restricted to discrete values as 𝑎 = 𝑎0
−𝑗

; 𝑏 = 𝑘𝑏0𝑎0
−𝑗

;  
where 𝑎0 and 𝑏0 are fixed positive constants, we have the following family of discrete 

wavelets: 

(8)                                                            Z,),(=)( 00

/2

0,  kjkbtaat jj

kj   

For computational efficiency, 𝑎0 = 2 and 𝑏0 = 1 are commonly used so that Equation 

(3) takes the form 

In inclusion to that admissibility criteria (1) there are different properties that might be 

helpful specifically applications. For example, confinements on the support of 𝜓  and of 

̂  might be necessary to have a specific number of vanishing moments that serves as the 

regularity of the wavelet functions and capacity of a wavelet transform to confiscate 

localized information. A wavelet 𝜓(t) has N-vanishing moments if the following criteria 

is satisfied: 

(10)                                                              ,0,1,2,=0,=)( Nkdttt k 



 

The quantity of vanishing moments is specifically identified with the regularity of the 

wavelet. Hence, a greater regular wavelet has more number of vanishing moments. In the 

last few decades, different types of orthonormal wavelet families have been constructed 

such as Haar wavelets, Battle-Lemari é wavelets, Daubechies wavelets, Coifman wavelets 

(9)                                          Z,),(22=)( /2

,  kjktt jj

kj 
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(Coiflets), Biorthogonal wavelets, Harmonic wavelets, Legendre wavelets, M-band 

wavelets and Composite wavelets. 

Considerable attention has been stimulated for the construction and design of wavelets 

with compact support because of the two main reasons: to have fast numerical algorithms 

and good time or space localization properties. Among all the compactly supported 

wavelets, the Daubechies wavelets have scored prominence among researchers because of 

their valuable properties, for example, regularity, orthogonality and impermeable support 

yet the real disadvantage of these wavelets is their symmetry and the corresponding 

scaling function is not likewise of compact support. Further to overcome these 

disadvantages, coiflet bases were first introduced by Daubechies [35] in the context of 

wavelet theory, which consider both the scaling and the wavelet capacities to have a high 

number of vanishing moments. 

An orthonormal wavelet system with compact support, is called Coiflet system of 

degree N if both the scaling and wavelet functions 𝜙 and 𝜓  satisfy 

(11)                                   ,0,1,2,=,=)(0,=)( 0, Nkdtttdttt k

kk  







 

 

3.3 Support Vector Machine 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the most popularly applied supervised 

machine learning technique for classification and regression. In its basic form SVM is a 

two class classifier, based on the concept of hyper parameter, SVM finds a hyper plane 

SVM is entrusted to find a hyper plane that maximizes the margin between the nearest 

points on either side of hyper plane. SVM is one of the best kind of Computational 

Learning theory which can be applied both to classification and regression problems. The 

working principle of SVM is to figure out a hyper-plane that separates well the different 

set of sample data i.e, finds the greatest minimal separation between the training samples. 

SVM can be applied both to linear and non-linear data. Linear separability is that a hyper-

plane exists that can clearly find the serration amidst the samples, when such a separation 

doesn’t exist, there needs to apply a kernel trick to sort out a perfect hyper-plane 

separating data. 

Figure 1 shows one of the cases chosen as hyper plane which has minimum margin 

compared to other hyper plane. Although it’s a hyper-plane that separates the data items 

well, but there is always a chance of data items slipping the other side i.e., being 

misclassified. 

 

 

Figure 1. Hyperplane with Minimum Margin 
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The objective is to find a hyper-parameter that maximizes the margin and hence has 

lesser chances of miss classifications. Figure 2 shows the hyperplane model which has the 

maximum margin separating the classes certainly. 

 

 

Figure 2. Hyperplane with Maximum Margin 

As shown in the figure the margin is the distance between two closest points on either 

side of hyper plane is given by 
2

||𝑊||
. SVM aims at maximizing this margin by solving the 

objective function. 

(12)                                        

...1,1)(subject to

,
||||

2
Maximize

,

NibW
W

ii

bW



 

Separable Case: 

According to Vapnik’s original formulation, for an available training set {𝛼𝑖, 𝛽𝑖}𝑖=1
𝑁  

where 𝛼𝑖𝜖ℝ𝑛  is input and 𝛽𝑖𝜖{−1, +1}  is the classification label, there exist two 

conditions which have to be satisfied. 

𝑊. 𝛼𝑖 + 𝑏 {
≥ 1, ∀𝛼𝑖𝜖𝛽𝑖 = +1

 
≤ −1, ∀𝛼𝑖𝜖𝛽𝑖 = −1

                                                                                      (13) 

These two conditions can be aggregated as 

(14)                                                                     ...1,1)( NibW ii   

Where 𝑊 is the weight and 𝑏 is the bias  

or alternatively the above equation can be rewritten as 

(15)                                                               ...1,0)(1 NibW ii    

Inseparable Case 

We need to introduce a slack variable i  in the conditions where a linear function 

can’t clearly define the separation. 

(16)                                                    1,2...=,0,1)( NibWs iiii    
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Now the goal is to find geometric boundary of the classifier which has maximum band 

width in the midst of different classes. This can be solved by reconstructing optimization 

problem as 

(17)                   

....1,0)(1subject to

||||
2

1
Min 2

,

NibW

W

iii

bW

 
 

This optimization problem can be solved by formulating Lagrangian function as, 

i

n

i

CWbWL  
1=

2||||
2

1
=),,,,(  

(18)                                                       }1][{
1=1=

ii

n

i

iii

n

i

bWs     

We will get a quadratic programming problem by solving Lagrangian function,where 

𝐾(𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑗) is the kernel function,  is Lagrangian multiplier and  is mean.  

Thus with kernel deceptions we were able to solve inextricable data samples of the 

training set. 

 

3.4 Radial Basis Function 

One such kernel radial basis function also known as Gaussian function is very popular 

nonlinear kernel in ML community to measure the similarity or distance (whatever the 

case may be) between two samples. It has predominantly used in the past for support 

vector classification [36]. 

The RBF kernel on two samples 𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦, represented as feature vectors is calculated 

as 

Where, ||𝑥 − 𝑦||
2
 may be perceived as squared Euclidean distance between the two 

feature vectors 𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦. A simpler definition involves a parameter 
22

1
=


  .Rewriting 

the Equation 19 , by including   

 (20)                                                                     )||||(=),( 2yxexpyxk   

The value of RBF kernel ranges between the interval [0-1] and decreases with the 

distances. The RBF has value 1 when (x = y), hence it can be interpreted as a similarity 

measure. 

 

3.5 KDD’99 Dataset 

KDD’99 is the most prominently used data set for the evaluation of misuse and 

anomaly detection methods for network intrusion detection. Based on DARPA’98 [38] 

intrusion detection evolution program the KDD’99 was prepared by [37]. Being around 4 

gigabytes of packed crude (double) tcp dump information of 7 weeks of system activity, 

DARPA’98 can be handled into about 5 million connection records of 100 bytes each. In 

addition to 5 million connections for training around 2 million connection records are 

spared for testing in KDD test set. KDD training dataset comprises of roughly 4.9 million 

(19)                                )
2

||||
(=),(

2

2



yx
expyxK
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connection vectors each of which contains a total of 41 features (some being nominal and 

others numeric) and is labelled as either normal or an attack, with precisely one particular 

attack type. A total of 23 attack groups are present in the dataset which are grouped into 

four broad categories DOS, PROBE, R2L and U2R. Mostly due to the computational 

constraints researchers select a subset of the full dataset and use 10 fold cross validation 

for the testing purpose. 

 

4. Experimental Methodology 
 

 

Figure 3. Block Diagram 

A block diagram of the proposed model is given in Figure 3. A random subset of the 

instances is selected from the Full KDD99 dataset, the purpose of selecting a subset is to 

make the application of SNE and Wavelet practically possible. 

Since, there are few attributes that are nominal in nature we proceed by converting the 

nominal to numeric using arbitrary coding of the nominal values. Added to eliminated 

class discrepancy if any, we used SMOTE based over sampling and Random under 

sampling to attain a balance of instances across the datasets. This balanced dataset was 

subjected to fractal analysis for inherent dimensionality estimation which gave the value 

of 3. Later SNE was implemented for reducing the dimensionality of the dataset and to 

project it on three dimensions. We did an experimental survey of different wavelet 

families on the data, and results showed that the Coiflet wavelet had superior performance 

than all its counterparts for ID. The reduced dataset was subjected to denoising using 

wavelet analysis up to level 5. On the denoised dataset a non-linear SVM with Gaussian 

kernel over 5 different bandwidths was applied. The results show that the proposed model 

of complementing a non-linear dimension reduction with signal denoising greatly 

improves the detection rate and at the same time reduces the false alarms. 

 

5. Results and Discussions 

The experiments were run over five bandwidths of Gaussian, Table 1 given below 

presents the best results that we got on the data. In addition to the best results presented in 

the Table 1 we also present all the results at all different values of gammas in the figures 

following. As we are already well acquainted with the fact that the data set for the IDS is 

basically a multiclass classification problem, and hence the detection rate for all the 

classes may not be uniform. Just to make the data easily comprehensible for the reader we 

have reported the weighted average of the model over all the attack groups including the 

normal data as well. As can be seen from the table that complimenting the SNE by 

wavelets has improved the results appreciably. First eliminating the curse of 

dimensionality using SNE improved results, then applying the wavelets on the reduced 
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data sets for removing any noise in the data boosted the results more. SNE and Wavelet 

has a highest detection rate of 99.402 followed by SNE reduced and RAW data set. Not 

just has been the accuracy better, rather SNE Wavelet has reduced false positive rate, and 

RMSE considerably. The ROC of SVM on SNE + Wavelet is 0.997 which is much better 

than the other two. Precision and Recall have also improved appreciably. 

Table 1. Best Results 

Technique Accuracy TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall ROC RMSE 

RAW 89.174 0.821 0.021 0.893 0.891 0.988 0.186 

SNE 97.268 0.963 0.003 0.963 0.963 0.987 0.196 

SNE+Wavelet 99.402 0.994 0.000 0.994 0.994 0.997 0.023 

 

In the next few figures we provide a line graph of various SVM performance on all the 

three datasets over all the 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values. The purpose of putting up the graphs is to give 

a clear idea that the proposed system performs efficiently on all the 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values and is 

not a mere coincidence. 

Figure 4 given represents the accuracy of SVM on different 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values over the 

dataset. The Accuracy is calculated as ))/((= TNFNFPTPTNTPACC  . As is 

pretty clear from the figure that SVM has better Accuracy on SVM and Wavelet data. A 

highest accuracy of 99.4 is reported on 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 1. For both simple SNE and SNE 

followed by wavelet they Accuracy at 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 0.1 starts somewhere around 92. 

 

 

Figure 4. Accuracy 

Figure 5 given represents the False Positive Rate of SVM on different 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values 

over the dataset. FP Rate is the ratio of false positives to the sum of FP and TN i.e., 

TNFP

FP
FPR


= . Lesser the FP rate better is the model. As can be seen from the Figure 

5, SNE+Wavelet has least False Positive Rate over all 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values. 

Figure 6 given below represents the Precision of SVM on different 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values 

over the dataset ratio of correctly classified positive instances to the total number of 

instanced classified as being positive i.e, 
FPTP

TP
P


=  . A higher value of precision is 
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preferable. As is pretty evident from the Figure 6 that SVM reports better Precision on 

SNE+Wavelet over all the bandwidths of the Gaussian. For both Raw and SNE reduced 

dataset the SVM reports an oscillating precision, and for SNE+Wavelet alone, the 

reported precision is somewhat stable. 

 

 

Figure 5. False Positive Rate 

Figure 7 represents the Recall of SVM on different 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values over the dataset. 

Recall also called True Positive Rate or specificity, is the portion of positive class 

instances that are correctly classified as being positive is calculated as
FNTP

TP
TPR


=  .  

 

Figure 6. Precision 

As can be seen from the Figure 7, that the non-linear SVM returns better recall on SNE 

+ Wavelet model on all the gamma values. As for Raw data is considered it returns the 

worst performance of SVM in terms of recall. For the raw data SVM has a recall of .68 at 

𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 0.01 and has the best recall at 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 1 and after that Recall again falls 

for the Raw Data. Same is the case with SNE reduced data, for SNE+Wavelet alone the 
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Recall remains constant till the 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎  is 10, at 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 100, even though the recall 

falls for SNE+Wavelet but this is still better than all other configurations. 

 

Figure 7. Recall 

Figure 8 represents the ROC of SVM on different 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 values over the dataset. 

ROC is the area under the curve acquired by plotting true positive rate against false 

positive rate at different thresholds of an indicative test. Since, ROC is a curve we usually 

take area under that curve as the metric. The purpose of ROC is to diagrammatically show 

the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. 

 

 

Figure 8. ROC Area 

Table 2 gives a comparison of the proposed model of SNE + wavelet along with other 

pioneers of this field. As from the table given it can be seen that almost all the works have 

had lesser detection rate for two minority classes i.e., 𝑈2𝑅 and 𝑅2𝐿. The lesser detection 
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rate for these groups of attacks as predicted by the authors is due to the class skewness, 

sparsity of data and the noisy training data. We in this work have tried to visit these 

problems and the results are fascinating. As can be seen from the table the proposed 

model has very high detection rate for all the major as well as less dominant classes of the 

data and also for the normal data.  

Table 2. Comparison with Related Works 

MODEL NORMAL DOS PROBE R2L U2R 

Toosi et al. [39] 98.20 99.50 84.10 31.50 14.12 

Xiang et al. [40] 96.80 98.66 93.40 71.43 46.97 

Wang et al. [41] 97.94 97.50 76.38 15.38 09.77 

Raw Data 98.29 96.51 93.56 91.20 81.80 

SNE Reduced Data 98.90 98.50 91.54 93.44 81.80 

SNE Wavelet 99.87 99.67 97.76 96.28 92.71 

 

6. Conclusions 

In this work a hybrid model for network intrusion detection was proposed. The age old 

problem or network intrusion detection i.e., too many false alarms, insignificant detection 

estimate for U2R and R2L attacks were particularly visited. SNE, a non-linear 

dimensionality reduction technique was applied to minimize the effects of curse of 

dimensionality. There on wards wavelet based decomposition was applied to denoise the 

signal and improve the detection capability of non-linear SVM. The experiments were run 

on five Gaussian bandwidths and in all the configurations the proposed system returned 

the better detection rate. As for detection rate of U2R attacks is considered it is 92.7 

which still has the scope to be improved and will be tried in the future works. The only 

drawback with this work is that SNE is not scalable for very large datasets, thus becoming 

computationally unfeasible. In future works we would like to try different wavelet 

families yet to be explored and also other NLDR techniques for network intrusion 

detection, moreover we will try to check the effectiveness of the system on neural 

networks as well. 
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